
Sequence Daily Events
To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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morning

Cut and stick the pictures to show which part of the day they take place.

afternoon evening night

Disclaimer: To ensure the safety of the children in your setting, it is your responsibility to assess whether adult supervision or other appropriate safety measures are required when using scissors.
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To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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Cut and stick the pictures to show which part of the day they take place.

breakfast lunch dinner bedtime story

get dressed home time play at home go to sleep
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Sequence Daily Events
To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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Draw pictures to show what could happen in the different 
parts of the day. Pick sequencing words to finish the sentences.

before after then

morning afternoon

evening night

wake up

I wake up                            I do this.

home time

I do this                             home time.

eat dinner

I eat dinner                            I do this.

eat dinner

I go to sleep                            I do this.

go to sleep
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Sequence Daily Events
To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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Draw pictures to show what could happen in the different parts of the 
day. Use sequencing words to explain when your activity takes place. before after then

  morning   afternoon

  evening   night

I do this                            I wake up. I do this                             home time.

wake up eat 
breakfast

eat lunch home 
time

play eat 
dinner

wash go to 
sleep

I do this                       I play and
I eat dinner.

I do this                       I sleep and
I wash.
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Sequence Daily Events Answers
To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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morning

Cut and stick the pictures to show which part of the day they take place.

afternoon evening night

breakfast

get dressed

lunch

home time

dinner

play at home

bedtime story

go to sleep
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Sequence Daily Events Answers
To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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Please accept any answers that make sense in the context.

morning afternoon

evening night

wake up

I wake up                            I do this.

home time

I do this                             home time.

eat dinner

I eat dinner                                   I do this.

eat dinner

I go to sleep                            I do this.

go to sleep

Ideas may 
include washing, 
dressing, eating 
breakfast or 
going to school.

Ideas may 
include lunch or 
school lessons.

Ideas may 
include reading 
a story or 
having a bath.

Ideas may 
include playing 
games, hobbies, 
relaxing, 
reading or  
watching TV.

before before / after

before / after / then after
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To sequence and describe the order of daily events.
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Please accept any answers that make sense in the context.

  morning   afternoon

  evening   night

I do this                            I wake up. I do this                             home time.

wake up eat 
breakfast

eat lunch home 
time

play eat 
dinner

wash go to 
sleep

I do this                       I play and
I eat dinner.

I do this                       I sleep and
I wash.

Sequence Daily Events Answers

Ideas may 
include 

washing, 
dressing or 
brushing 

teeth.

Ideas may 
include 
school 

lessons or 
activities.

Ideas may 
include 

brushing 
teeth or 

reading a 
story.

Ideas may 
include 

hobbies, home 
learning, 

reading or 
watching TV.

before

after

after

after before/then
before / then
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